Interprofessional Education and Development
2014-15 Student Representatives

Anesthesiology
Martina Barbic - MARTINA.BARBIC@UCDENVER.EDU
Robert Converse - ROBERT.CONVERSE@UCDENVER.EDU

College of Nursing
Arely Mendez - ARELY.MENDEZ@UCDENVER.EDU
Laura Coppola - LAURA.COPPOLA@UCDENVER.EDU

Physical Therapy Program
Megan Davis - MEGAN.3.DAVIS@UCDENVER.EDU
Mariah Schultz – MARIAH.SCHULTZ@UCDENVER.EDU

Physician Assistant Program
Whitney Bowser - WHITNEY.BOWSER@UCDENVER.EDU
Rachael Blea - RACHAEL.BLEA@UCDENVER.EDU

Public Health
Ryan Blair – RYAN.BLAIR@UCDENVER.EDU
Ricardo Gonzalez – RICARDO.GONZALEZ@UCDENVER.EDU

School of Medical Dentistry
Katie Plunkett - KATIE.PLUNKETT@UCDENVER.EDU
Cole Peterson – TAYLOR.C.PETERSON@UCDENVER.EDU

School of Medicine
Carrie Myers - CARRIE.MYERS@UCDENVER.EDU

School of Pharmacy
Rupa Parikh - RUPA.PARIKH@UCDENVER.EDU
Marielle Galanto - MARIELLE.GALANTO@UCDENVER.EDU

Social Work
Lindsey Sackett - Lindsey.Sackett@du.edu
Kaley Carson - Kayley.Carson@du.edu